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A124-1 
 
A-124 LOUISIANA TECH UNIVERSITY, PRESCOTT MEMORIAL LIBRARY, 
SPECIAL COLLECTIONS, MANUSCRIPTS AND ARCHIVES, FRAMED 
MEMORABILIA AND PORTRAITS, 1897-1984. 
 
 
SCOPE AND CONTENT 
 
Framed memorabilia and portraits in the Department of Special 
Collections, Manuscripts and Archives and University Archives in 
Tech's Prescott Memorial Library.  3 boxes. 
 
 
BOX FOLDER DESCRIPTION 
 
001 001  Biography of H.D. Shehee 
Photograph of stained glass windows of incunabula 
   printers marks. 
Information on glass mural and artist, includes  
   letter, newspaper article, and description of  
   meaning. 
002  Framed aerial photo of Tech Campus, i.d. on   
   reverse, 1962.(Stubbs Room) 
Globe on wooden base with brass plate: "La Tech  
   Blue Jackets' Silver Anniversary, 1964". 
Stained glass art work--eagle with outstretched  
   wings, sitting on branch, "Archives" on old   
   English capital letters beneath, bordered in  
   Tech colors of red and Columbia blue. 
Mary Moffett, portrait, "Kathleen Graham,   
   Librarian, 1907-1947," signed "Moffett `47"   
   in lower right, framed. (Archives Room) 
Mary Moffett, portrait, "E.J. Scheerer, 
Librarian, 1938-1966," signed "Moffett `68" in 
lower left, framed. (Archives Room) Matches in 
appearance, titling, and frame the Kathleen 
Graham portrait. 
Oil portrait, elderly President Prescott, signed  
   "_____ Wood," with brass plaque on lower   
   frame "Arthur Taylor Prescott\ First    
   President\ Louisiana\ Polytechnic [sic]   
   Institute\ 1894-1899." (Archives Room) 
Large drawing, unidentified house, signed "M.S.  
   Hays, 5-25-1975," framed. (Archivist's    
   Office) NOTE 1/3/02 Photograph of house in 
Graham Collection M89 B 72 F 3 states house 
A124-2 
 
As E.M. Graham home – Ruston LA Demolished In 
1970.  
Lithograph, Old Prescott Library, unsigned,   
   framed. (Archivist's Office) 
Oil portrait, Maud Harper, Dean of Women, 1929,  
   signed "Mary E. Thomas." (Archives Room) 
Photograph, young President Arthur T. Prescott,  
   framed. (Archives Room) 
S.H. Bolinger Co., mill at Bolinger, La., group 
of photographs identified on sheets pasted on 
reverse, 1906, framed. (Work Room) 
Northwestern State University, `Celebration of a  
   Century, 1884-1984,' poster, framed. (Work   
   Room) 
Large color photograph, President R.L. Ropp,  
   framed. (Archives Room) 
  11 portraits of Tech presidents:  Prescott,   
   Robinson, Aswell, Taylor, Byrd, Keeny,    
   Conniff, Bond, Richardson, Cottingham, Ropp,  
   framed. (Archives Room) 
2 large wooden frames containing stained glass  
   windows of incunabula printers marks.    
   (Serials Department) 
2 reproductions of initial letters from   
   illuminated manuscripts, framed. (Work Room) 
Bronze plaque "Prescott Memorial Library" from  
   outside of Old Prescott Library building.   
   (Shelf in Work Room) 
Matted and framed black and white drawing of  
Mr. Robert E. Russ house. The first house 
In Ruston built many years before the  
Founding of Ruston in 1884.  Drawing by 
MS Hays. Donated by Denise Gee Peacock  
Great Great Granddaughter of Robert E. Russ 
And great granddaughter Freddie Lee Bailey Gee 
(attended Louisiana Tech). 
 
002 001  L.P.I., Omicron Delta Kappa Society, charter of  
   Beta Omicron Circle at L.P.I., 1949, framed.  
 002  L.T.U., Mortar Board, charter of Alpha Tau Delta  
   chapter, 1974, framed.  
003  L.P.I., Honor Society of Phi Kappa Phi, charter,  




003 001  L.I.I., entrance fee receipt for H.D. Shehee,  
   190[?], framed. 
002  L.I.I., shield depicting pelican feeding young in 
   nest surrounded by `Louisiana Industrial   
   Institute,' beaten brass on wood in shape of  
   shield. 
003  L.I.I., Bachelor of Industry diploma of Harry  
   Howard (first diploma, first graduate), 1897,  
   framed. 
 
 
 
